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Introduction Acoustic MeasurementsProject Goals and DetailsIntroduction Acoustic MeasurementsProject Goals and Details

Overall GoalsThe common carp, Cyprinus carpio L., is among the most invasive freshwater fish. 
3-D measurements of sound generated from a bubble curtain were recorded. A 

Overall Goals

1) Construct a simple forced air bubble curtain in 

a flume comprised of readily available 

materials.

The common carp, Cyprinus carpio L., is among the most invasive freshwater fish. 

It has been dispersed to every inhabited continent, with serious ecological,  

economic, and social impacts on natural systems [6,3]. Common carp (hereafter 

‘carp’) originate from Eurasia and were introduced and stocked in the United States 

submersible hydrophone connected to a data acquisition card converted the 

disturbance of sound pressure and particle velocity generated from the bubble 

curtain to a digital signal. A Fast Fourier Transform analysis converted the time 
materials.

2) Utilize sound recording equipment to measure 

the acoustical output of the bubble curtain.

‘carp’) originate from Eurasia and were introduced and stocked in the United States 

as a food source in the late 1800s at the request of the U.S. Fish Commission. 

Fisheries have been inundated with carp due to their ability to carry over a million 

curtain to a digital signal. A Fast Fourier Transform analysis converted the time 

domain signal to a frequency domain signal with a minimum resolution of 2 Hz 

and a frequency range set within the spectrum of carp hearing. Fish should be 

able to hear sounds 20 to 30 decibels above background levels [4], which is 
3) Perform a cursory analysis of the acoustical 

output to infer if sound is detectable by carp.

4) Perform a rudimentary behavioral study to 

Fisheries have been inundated with carp due to their ability to carry over a million 

eggs, spawn multiple times per year, migrate between interconnected water 

bodies, and inhabit polluted and unpolluted freshwater systems [11].

able to hear sounds 20 to 30 decibels above background levels [4], which is 

most distinct nearest the barrier location. Recorded frequencies were found to 

be within the critical range of carp (300 to 500 Hz). Reference decibel 

calculations were based on maximum Power Spectral Density (PSD) values 
Sound recording set-up

4) Perform a rudimentary behavioral study to 

observe juvenile carp’s response to the bubble 

curtain. Report on barrier effectiveness.

calculations were based on maximum Power Spectral Density (PSD) values 

recorded at the exact locations when the barrier was off and on.  Carp are now prevalent in the Midwest [7,8,5] as a result of their ability to migrate 

between lakes that are suitable for overwintering and shallower lakes used as 

spawning and nursery habitats [1]. Their proliferation can be controlled at the links 

The intent of this project is to conduct 

spawning and nursery habitats [1]. Their proliferation can be controlled at the links 

between these lake systems. Project Details

• Bubble curtain constructed out of PVC pipe 
The intent of this project is to conduct 

flume studies aimed at designing and 

testing a novel fish barrier capable of 

limiting carp movement, therefore 

• Bubble curtain constructed out of PVC pipe 

with forced air controlled by an air pressure gage.

• 3-D sound measurements recorded with a

hydrophone at St. Anthony Falls Lab. 
limiting carp movement, therefore 

reducing carp abundance and the 

negative effects associated with their 

hydrophone at St. Anthony Falls Lab. 

• Behavioral studies on juvenile carp conducted 

at University of Minnesota’s Aquaculture Center. 

• Barrier effectiveness reported based on number Juvenile carp tested
negative effects associated with their 

presence.     
• Barrier effectiveness reported based on number 

of fish crossing barrier location with barrier off versus 

on. Each trial conducted for two hours and included five fish.

Juvenile carp tested

Targeting a Sensory SystemWater Quality Effects Behavioral StudyTargeting a Sensory SystemWater Quality Effects Behavioral Study

The need for carp management is spurred by the damaging effects on water quality, Experiments were conducted to test barrier effectiveness and determine the Carp are considered hearing specialists when compared to many Midwestern fish 

(e.g. northern pike and sunfish) that are classified as hearing generalists. Hearing 
The need for carp management is spurred by the damaging effects on water quality, 

aquatic plant communities, and spawning and nursery areas for native fish. Their 

benthic feeding behavior results in the removal of rooted vegetation and increases 

turbidity and internal phosphorous loading as depicted in Figure 2 [10].

Experiments were conducted to test barrier effectiveness and determine the 

desired location of fish within the flume. Approximately 100 juvenile fish were 

subjected to a two row barrier under nocturnal conditions. An infrared sensitive 

video camera monitored the movement of fish within the flume. In separate trials, 

(e.g. northern pike and sunfish) that are classified as hearing generalists. Hearing 

specialists have an enhanced auditory system capable of detecting and localizing 

sound at lower auditory levels and have the ability to detect sound within a broader turbidity and internal phosphorous loading as depicted in Figure 2 [ ].

The relationship between carp presence and environmental degradation to lake 

ecosystems is alarming. For example, Bajer et al’s 2009 study of two newly restored 

video camera monitored the movement of fish within the flume. In separate trials, 

both naïve and reused fish were tested. On average the barrier was 85% effective 

for naïve and 50% effective for reused fish. In addition to tracking the flux of fish 

passing across the barrier, the position of each fish was monitored as a way to 

sound at lower auditory levels and have the ability to detect sound within a broader 

frequency range. This ability is most likely related to the presence of the Weberian 

ossicles which connects the swim bladder to the inner ear [9]. This connection 

enhances sound pressure detection, one of the two main components of a sound 
ecosystems is alarming. For example, Bajer et al’s 2009 study of two newly restored 

Midwestern lakes found that a carp biomass density of 100 kg/ha (well below 

common densities in Midwestern lakes) reduced vegetative cover and waterfowl 

passing across the barrier, the position of each fish was monitored as a way to 

hypothesize if sound or other disturbances may have contributed to the observed 

behavior. Interestingly, it was found that carp congregated closer to the bubble 

curtain when the barrier was on. This may indicate that other carp sensory 

enhances sound pressure detection, one of the two main components of a sound 

signal. The other property, disturbance of the hydrodynamic field, is detected by the 

stimulus of the lateral line.
common densities in Midwestern lakes) reduced vegetative cover and waterfowl 

population numbers by 50%. Therefore, for restoration efforts it is essential to 

prioritize carp management. 

curtain when the barrier was on. This may indicate that other carp sensory 

mechanisms (e.g. lateral line) or properties of the bubble curtain (e.g. recirculation 

current) are playing a role in barrier performance. 
Since carp are hearing sensitive, it is reasonable to design a barrier that targets their 

auditory sensory system. This design could therefore be species-specific by deterring auditory sensory system. This design could therefore be species-specific by deterring 

carp and allowing passage of other species insensitive to a certain auditory range. 

The idea of investigating the The idea of investigating the 

effectiveness of a simple forced air 

bubble curtain was proposed 

because bubble curtains are well because bubble curtains are well 

known for producing sound.  
Furthermore, construction and field 

installation could be simple and installation could be simple and 

economically feasible. Bubble 

curtains may also be effective for 

triggering a response from other triggering a response from other 

sensory systems, (e.g. sight and 

touch). touch). 
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